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Spilling the Beans... What is Brewing? Cream & Sugar!
Q3 and Q4 CSPO classes
are coming soon! You can
easily register by clicking
here and searching by
your city!

Since adopting a “Lean Coffee” approach, we handed over the content of our Newsletter to you. Design
your own Newsletter, just as you designed your own class. Here is how you can request your own topic:
https://www.apexorion.com/resources/lean-coffee/ 

You are destined to Bean a part of our Agile Community.

Easily register for classes
via our improved
registration layout Remember the Pipe-

cleaners and what they
were for? We are adding
more fidget toys to our
tables. Details coming
soon!
Look out for updates on
our Resources Page in
July!

We have re-stocked our
Animal Cards (with
instructions on how to use
them), Estimation Cards
(Fibonacci Series for
estimation), User Story
writing cards, as well as
our Meeting & Roles
laminates. You can order
them anytime!

25 people joined our FREE
class for the unemployed
and students. Many people
at ApexOrion, including
our CEO & CFO, Scrum
Alliance, and other
volunteers worked
enthusiastically to bring
the class to life. As always,
it was all worth it when the
class participants
expressed their gratitude
and decided to pay it
forward wherever they got
a chance!

 
If you missed our May newsletter, check it out by clicking here! 

Do you want to contribute to our Coffee Break? E-mail us your content and we will work with you to align
it with our values and post it in our Newsletter!

Dear Fellow Agilist,

Our FREE class for the
unemployed and students
was very well-received

More tools are on the way!

http://leancoffee.org/
http://www.apexorion.com/
https://www.apexorion.com/product-category/city/
https://www.apexorion.com/resources/lean-coffee/
http://www.apexorion.com/shop/
http://www.apexorion.com/product-category/tools/
http://www.apexorion.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/May-Newsletter.pdf
https://www.apexorion.com/about-us/contactus/
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Scrum in Action 
 

Last month one of our readers from Austin used Scrum to

install windows in her home and got 28 windows done in 2

days!

It is always refreshing to hear such cases which re-enforce our

belief and experience that Scrum has universal applicability,

not just software.

 

Almost 35% of the participants in a recent class were part of

the Health Care industry.

What a positive sign! Our Healthcare system can definitely use

some Agility and make the lives of our fellow citizens better. 

 

 P U N I T A  D A V E ,  C E O

Coffee break
with

ApexOrion

I draw motivation and inspiration from experiences like these.  Many

of you have asked in my class, if I have written down my

experiences using Scrum in “different” places. As I have shared

previously, I have been working on Case Studies. I am very pleased

to mention that I will be publishing the first Case Study in another

month or so and posting it on the website. The company name shall

remain confidential. However, this Case Study is about a burger

chain who had reached out to ApexOrion for training their software

team in Scrum. It started as a small engagement of training 20

people, and went on to a much wider adoption. Once the Case

Study is published, we will announce it via the Newsletter. 

 

So long till next month…

Extra Flavor
 

Volunteers from the non-profit organization where we held our FREE CSM class are now discussing how

to incorporate Scrum in their events such as food drives, blood drives, and more!

 

A couple of months ago, I learnt in one of our classes that their State is compensating employees for

their innovative ideas by sharing the money saved for the State. What a brilliant way of showing that “We

are in it together”!


